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03/05/2019 10/07/2020 by Sam Antidote. Welcome to Antidote’s new Serum course ‘A New Direction
with Antidote’! We’re excited to announce a brand new tutorial series that will be free to download
and can be taken in any order!. With Resonate you'll be able to reverse engineer our xfer Serum
presets, learn our sound design secrets and use these incredible sounds in your own tunes! Check
out our free Serum packs! We've got wavetables, LFO's and presets for you to download! We'll keep
expanding this page with more free music production . Antidote Audio - Resonate for Xfer Serum,
Resonate for Xfer Serum. 'Sentient Synths - Serum Synthwave Presets' delivers 60 blistering,.
Composer | Sound Designer | Synthesist with over a decade of production in multiple genres. Based
in the North of England. 3 free Xfer Serum presets by Blasertamix. Pre-programmed presets for Xfer
Serum.. [xfer serum] 'Anti-Virus' [xfer serum] It functions as a VST Plugin, an Audio Units Plugin and
an AAX Plugin.. Serum Skins [xFer Serum] Posted on 03/05/2019 10/07/2020 by Sam Antidote.. 36
Free XFER Serum presets, ready to go for outrun synthwave, synthpop, dark. Antidote Audio -
Resonate for Xfer Serum FXP. If you're in need of some lush, organic, professional presets for Xfer
Serum, Antidote is here to deliver the goods, yet again!. are loop compositions containing custom
made sounds from our studio of analog synths and modules.. Antidote Audio Resonate for Xfer
Serum FXP Logic Pro X | Mac OS X. Logic Pro X is the powerful digital audio workstation for macOS.
And the number 1 music production app for iOS and macOS. Antidote Audio - Resonate for Xfer
Serum (SYNTH PRESET).. Enjoy helpful audio mixing tutorials, versatile vocal chain presets, hip
hop/r&b/pop beats, and. Welcome to Antidote’s new Serum course ‘A New Direction with Antidote’!
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